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Marinata German Shepherd Dogs

http://www.marinita.co.uk/

We are members of The British German Shepherd Dog League

Marinata German Shepherd Dogs"Marinita" originates back to 1988 when I worked for a permit holder racing Point to Point and Hunter Chase Racehorses. I trained

and schooled the horses until they were fit enough to race. One of our best horses was "Mariner's Lad" who won both over hurdles and fences. I myself competed on

the track until a bad fall in 1990. I continued work riding and training until 1992 when the trainer gave up his permit and that is when I decided to turn my attentions

to my other great love - German Shepherd Dogs.1992 was the year that the "Marinita" affix in the UK was born. Partly from my name "Anita" and part from my

beloved horse's name "Mariner" who unfortunately died from Torsion in 1993 - his memory lives on to this day.Since then, we have gone from strength to strength

with our bloodlines and show ring success, along with many super very much loved family companions, having bred TWO CHAMPIONS and also a TOP RAF

WAR DOG! We aim to breed and rear the very best we can, construction, temperament, colour, show potential, soundness and workability! We consider ourselves a

small kennel who breeds one or two special litters each year.Due to my illness, I took a break from the showring but now feel ready to continue, hence, 2012 being

my comeback year.We are members of The British German Shepherd Dog League and gained assured breeder status with the UK kennel club, gaining valuable

knowledge of this very special breed. We are quite often "recommended" by a very satisfied owner, even our own Veterinarian has recommended potential owners to

us as they have known our dogs since we purchased our first shepherd. All our family, that is myself,  my husband and our five children, take a part in the careful

rearing of our puppies, although our children are now adults. All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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